Abstract In Paláncz et al. (J Geod 84: 79-85, 2009), linear homotopy was introduced and its applications to geodesy presented. Never before had the concept of nonlinear homotopy been used by the geodetic community. This is partly attributed to the complexity of the involved equations and partly due to the computational time required. Recently, however, Nor et al. (MATEMATIKA 29: 159-171, 2013) suggested the possibility of constructing nonlinear homotopy. In this short note, Nor et al. (MATEMATIKA 29: 159-171, 2013) idea is developed for geodetic applications and an example of its use illustrated.
It would be reasonable to think that a nonlinear homotopy, i.e.,-let us say a second order homotopy-can be constructed as a second order polynomial of k. However, Nor et al. (2013) suggested the following analogy to create a second order homotopy function. Nor et al. (2013) idea of nonlinear homotopy function comes from the construction of the Bezier splines. Bezier curves are used to draw smooth curves along points on a path. In case of two points (P 0 , P 1 ) in Fig. 1 , the point Q 0 runs from P 0 to P 1 while the parameter k changes from 0 to 1, i.e.,
In case of three points (P 0 , P 1 , P 2 ), e.g., Fig. 2 , the point Q 0 runs from P 0 to P 1 , while point Q 1 runs from P 1 to P 2 , i.e.,
and point R 0 runs along a smooth path from P 0 to P 2 , i.e.,
or substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) in (4) leads to
Considering the analogy between the Bezier curve construction and the quadratic homotopy function, Nor et al. (2013) suggested the following casting, P 0 $ pðxÞ P 1 $ Hðx; kÞ P 2 $ qðxÞ; from which the second order homotopy function becomes 
Substituting Hðx; kÞ from Eq. (1) in (6) leads to
which surprisingly is a third order polynomial of k.
Example of its Application to Geodesy (GPS Pseudorange Problem)
In order to discover the features of the nonlinear homotopy (Eq. 7), the overdetermine GPS positioning problem (i.e., the case of n [ 4 satellite) is illustrated. The prototype equation expressing the known satellite positions (a i ; b i ; c i ), unknown receiver position ðx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ), and clock bias (x 4 ) is (Awange and Paláncz 2016):
; for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .n:
The overdetermined system can then be converted into a determined system using the least square technique. Given the objective function to be minimized as G x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 ð Þ¼ P n i¼1 g 2 i ; its partial derivative with respect to the unknown receiver position and clock bias, variables x i j i = 1, 2,...4 leads to a determined nonlinear system of four equations 
The resulting determined system above is then solved using both linear and nonlinear second order homotopy. The starting system can be created via fixed point homotopy (see, e.g., Paláncz et al. 2009 ). First, computations are made with the same medium step size for both linear as well as nonlinear homotopy. The results of the computations are summarized in Table 1 where they show the running time of the nonlinear homotopy to be higher than that of the linear homotopy, but with smaller error. To clarify the situation, a second computation with linear homotopy (2) using smaller step size in order to decrease its error was undertaken. In that case, the running time increased considerably and the error was higher than that of the nonlinear homotopy. It means that nonlinear homotopy may provide shorter running time at the same error limit. As a check to the computation, the system of nonlinear equations is solved using numerical Groebner basis. Groebner basis leads to a faster computational time but with higher error. Considering its running time, one should take into consideration that numerical Groebner basis is a compiled function, while the homotopy function runs in interpreter mode. 
